Stimulated acoustic emission to image a late liver and spleen-specific phase of Levovist in normal volunteers and patients with and without liver disease.
Quantitative studies were performed to investigate liver- specific uptake of the microbubble Levovist, using stimulated acoustic emission (SAE), which can detect microbubbles even when stationary or slow-moving. These comprised studies of biodistribution comparing the liver and kidney in five normal volunteers, reproducibility in 34 patients, comparison between cirrhotics and controls (n = 9 each) and maximal depth of effect at different frequencies (180 measurements in 31 patients). Stimulated acoustic emission lasted beyond 30 min, with strongly liver-specific properties in each volunteer and was highly reproducible. No difference in the amount of SAE in the superficial liver was seen between cirrhotic and normal livers, but attenuation was higher in cirrhotics. This demonstrates a frequency-dependent effect on liver SAE penetration. We conclude that the liver uptake of Levovist lasts over 30 min, is reproducible, occurs even where diffuse liver disease is present and can be used to assess tissue attenuation in a novel fashion.